BULK GAS MANAGER
TRACKING MADE SIMPLE
Your business does a lot of tracking; in fact it depends on it. TIMS Bulk Gas
Manager tracks and manages all of your bulk gas operations and deliveries, taking
the guesswork out of your bulk gas processes.
Seamless Tracking
*TIMS Bulk Gas Manager is an integrated module for managing bulk gas tank installations,
forecasting, ordering, scheduling, billing, and payment processing for all of your bulk gas
operations. Create orders, forecast deliveries, and record quantities all within your TIMS system.
Track argon, CO2, helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and propane.

Easy Set-up
When you run Bulk Gas Manager, click to choose which gas type you want to manage. Run
multiple ‘gas managers’ at the same time for various gases. Simply choose a bulk gas type, set up
your configurations and UOM conversions specific to each gas, then use your dashboard to
forecast future delivery requirements based on customers’ tank readings. Once an installation is
set up in TIMS, customer information like contact information and A/R is integrated and
accessible in the Bulk Gas Manager Customer dashboard.

View all the information you need to delivery to the right customer at the right time.
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BULK GAS MANAGER
TRACKING MADE SIMPLE
Telemetry Partners
Interfacing with various telemetry providers gives you accurate up-to-date tank readings. This
telemetry data increases tank forecasting refill requirements, scheduling efficiencies, and more
effective routing. TIMS interfaces with a variety of telemetry providers such as DataOnline, Wise
Telemetry, KnowGas, and GasLog.

See deliveries, tanks, usage overrides, regulators, and readings.

Additional Features











Create orders in mass for all bulk gas customers
Customers can create bulk gas orders using ecommerce and pay their invoice on-line
View historical usage rates and refill frequencies
Auto suggest usage within a designated tolerance percentage
Quick-create orders within Bulk Gas Manager, no re-keying; simple for will-call customers
Summary and customer dashboards; export data and create reporting tools
Budget billing/level pay
Pre-purchase, price lock-in and contract for quantity agreements
Delivery methods using will-call, scheduled, or automatic
Delivery review to monitor efficiencies of past deliveries

Point of Delivery
Use TIMS Delivery to process bulk gas transactions at the point of delivery with built-in options
that let you record the amount of gas delivered, calculate total charges, taxes, and delivery fees,
capture electronic proof of delivery, process mobile credit card payments, and email or print the
customer a copy of the entire transaction.

Contact Tracie Hunt, Tracie@CU.net or Tim Costin, TimC@CU.net or
call 406-255-9550 for a personalized demo of TIMS Bulk Gas Manager.
*TIMS Bulk Gas Manager is an add-on module available in TIMS 7.
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